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Hi,
Great choice to pick up my portfolio!
You just made my day by doing so.
Let me return the favor.
I am Chris, a Bachelor Industrial Design
student at Eindhoven University of Technology.
Inside you will find more about who I am and how I
approach and envision design. I have also included a
selection of the work I have completed over the past few years.
This way, I intend to also enlighten your day!
Chris Tomassen

www.tomaster.nl
+31 6 42 29 00 69
chris-tomassen@hotmail.com
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Vision

Identity

Collaborative approach

Ambitious attitude

I have great interest in psychology and human behavior, which have made me interested in
directing scenarios of interaction by products, services and technology. Within the design
process, I believe a genuine understanding of the context should be experienced by the
designer before efficiently can be thought about how to disrupt the situation. I easily alter my
process to ensure a customized solution, varying from working in close collaboration with the
targetgroup to unconsciously involving them in co-creation sessions. An open mind is never
fully outside his comfort-zone when exploring opportunities.

I am Chris, a social person who loves to break his routine with random activities and a lot of
bad humor. I have had a broad range of interests since I can remember and have the eager
mind to explore or learn things myself. Being a competitive person from nature, I don’t
believe in restrictions or impossibilities. Challenges trigger me to exceed expectations as I
have a determined mind regarding personal and professional development. A wide range of
experiences made me auto-focus on core issues within ill-structured problems and contexts,
which I approach with disruptive optimism in a self-directed way.
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A
B

Skillset

Educati n

Ideation:

Eindhoven University of Technology

Brainstorming
Sketching
Concept mapping
Moodboards
Exploring through making
Probing
Business model canvas

Prototyping:

C

Rapid/Dirty prototyping
Model making (Perspex, foam, paper, wood)
Arduino + Processing
Invision mock-ups
Electronics
Laser cutting
3D printing

Computer Skills:
Photoshop
InDesign
Illustrator
Premiere Pro
HTML, CSS, jQuery
Android Studio
Solidworks/SiemensNX
Microsoft Office

Communication:
Multi-disciplinary teamwork
Secretary
Team leadership
Constructive feedback
Personal development planning
Lobbying and persuasive communication
Dutch/English, written and spoken

Industrial Design
2013 - present

A competency-based study with a pro-active learning approach, teaching students to get acquainted with new
knowledge and technology in a self-directed way with the use of design-research.
Projects:
Playful interactions, Growing systems out of control, Healthcare and rehabilitation, Persuasive game design,
Seemless interaction design for everyday life, Vitality among elderly nutrition
Assignments:
Creative programming, Design for the here and now, Disruptive business models, Anti-dogmatic design,
Exploratory sketching, Creative apps, Unfolding memories by jewellery as cultural carrier, Creative mechanical
engineering, Managing your own development, Persuasive pitching, Visual experience design, Design engineering
Courses:
Calculus - 9, Applied physics - 9, Business modelling - 7, Ethics in engineering - 7, Human in technology - 7,
Social theories of human interaction - 6, Persuasive recommender systems - 7, Data statistics - 7

Honors Academy

User Focus:
Personas
Experience flows
User testing
Behavioral psychology
Empathizing
Co-creation

Other:
Pitching and presenting
Business modeling
Innovation roadmapping
Start-up development

2014 - 2016

Extracurricular project-based study-program in which a selection of excelling students from different faculties
co-operate in a self-directed context. I followed multiple self-development and technology related workshops.
Projects:
Mental health in aging, Business ecosystems and campusses

Philips van Horne sg Weert
VWO (Science & Engineering)

2007 - 2013

Dutch - 7, English - 8, German - 7, Mathematics B - 7, Physics - 6, Chemistry - 6, Biology - 6, Economics - 6
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Experience
Internships
Pillo Games

Sep 2015 - Mar 2016
Full-time mentorship in lean start-up entrepreneurship at Pillo Games. I further developed the concept of an
interactive photoframe, gathered necessary expertise and team-players around me, developed a minimum
viable product and user-tested it in context.

Freelance designer - ABN AMRO
Okt 2016 - present

Working out visual and interactive mock-ups to concretize concepts from ABN AMRO.

Service helpdesk - OGD ict services
Sep 2016 - present

Helpdesk service and general IT project-based flexworker. Recent projects: Summa Zorg - Zuyderland.

ATS de Mijlpaal and OBS de Ranonkel

Orderpicker/trainer - Lidl Nederland

Sep 2015 - Jan 2016

Jun 2013 - Sep 2015

Two part-time internships at primary schools, in which the schoolyards had to be re-designed to better match
the renewed educational approach (explorative learning and movement controlling). Together with a full-time
student, I clarified the mission statements and selling points, co-created with the users and stakeholders, and
made physical and digital sketches.

Orderpicker and trainer in a distribution center, responsible for assembling pallets in a fast-paced environment
and monitoring the development of new employees on a continuous basis.

Newsboy - TMG Distributie
Nov 2010 - Jul 2013

Work experience
Eindhoven University of Technology
Sep 2014 - present

Student mentor:
Student mentor for freshmen of the Industrial Design faculty at the TU/e, guiding them through their first year to get
them acquainted with the educational model of the department.
Introduction committee:
Arranging and managing a recreational week with creative assignments and workshops for the new students of
Industrial Design at the TU/e.
Student-representative:
Student-representative of the department council of the Industrial Design faculty at the TU/e. I have followed
several training sessions in management and communication as a part of this.
Education committee:
Arranging and organizing extracurricular educational activities for Industrial Design students. As the secretary and
chief external relations, I was responsible for the minutes and arranging workshops/lectures from the industry.
Bachelor council:
Part of a critical reflective group of Industrial Design students, giving feedback from a student perspective to the
faculty how the daily operations and communication can be improved.

Responsible for the daily distribution of the morning newspaper for +/- 200 houses.

Paperboy - Netwerk VSP
Nov 2007 - Jan 2011

Responsible for the weekly distribution of commercial leaflets for +/- 400 houses.

Other experience
Energy Challenge 2016
Finalist

Challenge to change the future mind-set of students towards waste of energy. I followed multiple workshops
about stakeholder involvement and ideation during the competition.

SlimmerLeven Challenge 2015
Runner-up

Multi-disciplinary team challenge to improve comfort in future housing for elderly. In the process, I followed
multiple workshops regarding pitching and connecting to your target-group.

Model European Parliament 2011
National selection

International debating competition through a simulation of the European Parliament, in which transboundary
issues are debated.
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Industrial Design
Work selection

Industrial Design at the TU/e focuses on designing intelligent systems, related products and services, for
social or societal transformation. A large emphasis is placed on the design process. We research
contexts, address open challenges and try to discover new opportunities for innovation
through iterative design and out-of-the-box thinking.
It is a study with a vision that goes beyond traditional product design, in which
gathering feedback and reflecting on (extra)curricular learning activities are
key to transform students into self-directed and continuous learners.

Flight

Gearbox

Time

Piracy

Familyframe
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Flight
Flight is a self-destroying lamp
designed to break suspense
in clinical waiting rooms.

Project brief
“In this project you will bug an existing space
or an exhibition with interactive objects that
are either part of that space already or will
unobtrusively fit in like they were always there.
Your goal is to design a second layer that will
excite people, let them smile, give them shivers
or will affect them in another playful manner.”

Client:						 Year:						Context:						Focus:				 		Project:
Al Dente Dentristy				 2013						3 months						Concept design				
University of Technology Eindhoven
Semester B1.1					
4-man team project				
User-centered design

Playful interactions
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Concept description
Going to the dentist or hospital is mostly associated with
nervous or negative feelings, which may cause people to
avoid necessary appointments. In the waiting-room, nerves
build up among patients as they individually prepare
themselves in a room full of strangers. Tick, tock.
Flight breaks isolated anticipation by creating a joined
alternative focus point, an ‘accidentally’ destroyed lamp.
When people intend to grab something to read, the Flight
on the table is triggered and falls apart. “SH*T, why me...”.
When the user puts the ball back into its original place, a
second Flight across the waiting-room is triggered to fall
apart. Connecting the entire waiting room to the playful
interaction. After the second ball is also put back, a cheerful
tune is played to ensure people they didn’t destroy the lights
themselves.
By having this shared experience, people shortly get
distracted from the purpose of their visit and are triggered
to socially involve. This playful memory improves the overall
experience of going to the doctor and helps people to
start the appointment in a more relaxed mind-set. This is
good for both patient and doctor.

Developed and applied skills
User-centered design
		
		

Psychological research and validating by probing.
Interactive user-tests in context.

Technology design
		
		

Arduino, sensor input and programming (C++).
Soldering and wireless communication.

Prototyping
		
		

Woodworking and sandcasting.
Laser cutting (Adobe Illustrator, Coraldraw).

*During one of our user-tests, children actually destroyed our self-destroying lamp (oh the irony). In the next iteration, the mechanics were improved and made unreachable from the outside.
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Design process
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5-iteration development, based on
user-test results in context.
Tinkering by prototyping with the
use of interactive electronics.
Developed vision on disrupting
group-dynamics and mind-sets.

Comments
“You are an active, pro-active
student and you take control
of your own development. Your
attitude is professional, you are
polite, do as you say, are in time
and deliver. Above that you do
more than is asked for and are
very helpful to others. You are
one of the ‘motors’ in any team.”

Determined key issues to address:
Improve the perception and
experience of clinical visits.

		

		
Break individual isolating
		
behavior (smartphone use,
		reading etc.).

dr. ir. Peter Peters, coach and
lecturer Industrial Design TU/e
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Create a useful spontaneous
		group dynamic.

A

“Chris; you are an attentive and
hardworking student. You were
one of my only students that actively emailed me for feedback
on your work. You are always
early with deliverables, you take
criticism in your stride, you try
to get the most out of our meetings, and constantly push to become better as a designer. This
is a very good mind-set and it
will bring you far! and therefore
I would like to commend you
on your professional conduct.”
		

MSc. Rhys Duindam, CEO Nupky,
coach Industrial Design TU/e
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Gearbox
Gearbox is a semi-acoustic
percussion instrument, linked
to a network of instruments
that all influence each other.
Project brief
“This project aims at designing a system of
interactive products for group music improvisation. These products can be musical instruments or music modifiers, aimed at musicians,
music groups and even audiences. The project is intended to shed light on how to design
for systems, which has the consequence that
students should design as a system as well.”

Client:						Year:					Context:						Focus:						Project:
University of Technology Eindhoven
2014						3 months						System/Sound design				Growing systems out of control
							Semester B1.2				3-man team project				Technology design
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Concept description
The Gearbox is a semi-acoustic percussion instrument that is
connected to a network of other instruments. Three segments
produce three different sounds, which are fed into a computer,
where they are digitally processed. Certain parameters of this
process are controlled by three pressure sensors, attached to
the three segments. The sensors control, among other things,
the speed of the echo effect that is added to the acoustic
sound.
A layer of fabric and foam is put on top of the segments. The
fabric is stretched using the gears, in order to compress the
underlying foam. This creates an organic feeling, which influences the acoustic sounds. As the gears are controlled by
the overall intensity of the other instruments in the group, the
interface provides the user with multiple dimensions of feedback. This helps to intuitively react on the group, increasing
the chance to successfully participate in a group improvisation.

Developed and applied skills
Sound design
		
		

Mechanical and material sound explorations.
Digitally produced/amplified effects in Ableton.

Technology design
		
		

Arduino, Processing, programming (C++, Java).
Soldering and wireless system communication.

Prototyping
		
		

Physical prototyping (wood, foam, Perspex, fabric).
Laser cutting (Adobe Illustrator, Coraldraw).

Communication
		
		

Photoshop, photography, posters, value propositions.
Being a team leader, brainstorming, pitching.
*An earlier iteration of Gearbox, Handscape. The pitch of the music is controlled by the amount of pressure of the right hand, and the tone-height by the distance from the left hand to the hardware. After testing it
with musicians, it appeared Handscape didn’t offer an intuitive connection with the other instruments in the group. This user-test was the foundation of the interactive surface Gearbox has now.
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Time
Three extracurricular projects
related to the perception of
time, a great interest of mine.
Learning goals
As Industrial Design encourages self-directed
learning, I developed some modern prototyping
techniques by a project-based learning approach.

Timaster

Watched

Clocked

Client:						Year:					Context:						Focus:						Project:
Schoenmakerij Grosfeld			2014 						2 months						Concept design					Extracurricular
			 				Semester B1.2, B2.1			Individual project					Manufacturing 					New prototyping techniques
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A 3D print and lasercut experiment,
connecting traditional watchmaking with
modern manufacturing techniques.
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A time waste counter triggered by remote
control activity, discouraging continuation
‘rusty’ feedback and negative interactivity.

T

A clock with one big rotating dial,
using 5-minute intervals to loosen
up the stressful last-minute attitude.
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Piracy
Piracy is an interactive poster,
using shock therapy to change
privacy related behavior.

Project brief
“In this project, you will design a game or
playful activity that lures a person in, engages
them fully and through play changes their attitude. How to design for attitude change is also
still very much an open question. Should the
message be overt or covert, explicit or allegorical, emerging from playful mechanics, etc.”

?!
Client:						 Year:						Context:						Focus:					

Project:

Amnesty International				 2015						3 months						Concept design				
University of Technology Eindhoven
Semester B2.2					
Solo project					
User-centered design

Persuasive game design
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Concept description
Piracy aims at changing laconic behavior concerning the
(in)direct spread of privacy related information by (identity) cards and passes. Most people feel uncomfortable
when they directly have to share private information to get
access to something, especially when their privacy is
violated without consent. This skeptical and protective
attitude seems to disappear when personal information is sealed in the format of physical/practical cards,
looking at the ease with which we accept and use these
representations of our identity.
By translating this behavior into a direct and visible
negative consequence, Piracy aims to warn people
how private information can be hacked and used in
different unanticipated ways. The final design is an
interactive
‘wanted-poster’
in
which
individuals
recognize themselves in a picture taken from their
library-card, followed by a real-life scenario. In specific
foreign countries, similar privacy violation is likely to
occur in real life.

Developed and applied skills
User-centered design
		
		

Psychological research on changing attitudes.
Interactive user-tests with probes in context.

Technology design
		
		

Arduino, RFID, Processing, camera.
Soldering and wireless communication.

Prototyping
		
		

Woodworking, foam modelling, 3D modelling.
Laser cutting (Adobe Illustrator, Coraldraw).

*Through quick user-testing with low quality prototypes (=probes),, it became clear when people would notice or pay attention to a poster. The impact on someone’s behavior depended mostly on the type of location.
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Familyframe
Familyframe is a playful photoframe
that connects with the smartphone,
to create easy recent family albums.

Project brief
“Leading an unhealthy lifestyle is currently one of the
main problems in western society, causing mental
and physical illness. Direct consequences for the people involved are a lower quality of life and a lower life
expectancy. Indirect consequences are the increase
in chronic diseases and diseases such as diabetes.
This combination currently presents a huge societal
but also an economical and organizational challenge.”

Client:						Year:					Context:						Focus:						Project:
GGzE						2015						7 months						Business design				
Mental health in aging
Pillo Games					Semester B2.2, B3.1			3-man team project 				User-centered design
Acknowledge											Start-up/Entrepreneurial internship													
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Concept description
Today’s world is overwhelmed by media, which has made it
easier to share a photo within your community. Family who
would love to see those pictures are sometimes unable to, as
they are unfamiliar or uncomfortable with using the newest
technology. Some value the traditional photoframe for more
nostalgic reasons, as they can save pictures for years.
Familyframe keeps everyone in the loop without overcomplicating things, combining the smartphone and the traditional photoframe! The photoframe only displays the last photo
shared within the family, adding a fresh twist to the collection.
The smartphone-app works as a short-term group album, in
which each member only has their three most recent pictures
available.
The interface focuses on quick usability, playful connectivity,
and easy sharing and editing, reflecting on group activity in
real life.

Design process
Multi-disciplinary teamwork
		
		
		
		

Collaborated with different faculties of the TU/e.
Collaboration with Summa College and Fontys
in Slimmer Leven Challenge 2015.
Guiding three trainee app-developers.

Prototyping
		
		

Laser cutting (Adobe Illustrator, Coraldraw).
Application development (Android Studio).

Communication
		
		

Brainstorming, pitching, implementation strategy,
lobby sessions, recruiting developers.

User-centered design
		
		

Longitudinal user-testing within nursing context.
Industry input, 50+ user interviews from GGzE.

*Familyframe reached the final of the Slimmer Leven Challenge 2015 and was pitched on the Dutch Technology Week. After the Honors research and conceptual design competition, I explored entrepreneurial
opportunities with the help of Pillo Games and Acknowledge. On the picture, the first results from user-tests with the minimum viable product are discussed with clients and GGZe.
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Worked with new ‘unknowing’ project members, brainstorm
focused at needs user and industry.

Developing an entrepreneurial mind-set through mentorship,
found interested stakeholders, expertise and developers.

Thinking of possible disruptions, making several probes and
prototypes to test hypotheses and search for opportunities.

Useful input and feedback from industry, workshops focused at
strategic implementation, pitching and value propositions.

Tested 5 MVP for 3 months in nursing homes, received
improvements for future developments.
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on elderly and routines and core values.
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Other
Some additional freelance
projects and assignments
I worked on individually.
Overview
Jewellery making:
Unique customer centered adornment
Interaction design:
Combining the digital and physical world
Visualizing:
Multiple visualisation skills
Webdesign:
Online portfolios

Client:						Year:					Context:						Focus:						Project:
Brech						2015-2016					Online portfolio					Webdesign					
University of Technology Eindhoven							Solo projects
				Formgiving

Extracurricular
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Jewellery making
Watches - Necklaces - Rings

Interaction design
Arduino + Processing (java)

Visualizing
Sketching - 3D modelling - Rendering
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Comments
“You have a good understanding
for mechanical engineering and
(industrial) design processes.”
Lucian Reindl, CEO A1 Product
design, researcher TU/e

“You are a very, very, very hard working student. Very disciplined, good
level of self-directedness you suit
our educational model perfectly. You
nailed your basic courses with impressive grades, your assigners and
project coaches are very satisfied
with your work and attitude. Overall
you are very well on track and your
extracurricular work shows us you
are very ambitious and determined.
		
MSc. Chris Heger, CEO Smart Goals,
coach Industrial Design TU/e

www.tomaster.nl

“You are a very dedicated designer
with a very serious appeal. I’ve enjoyed working with you because of
this. It is funny to see how your “humor” is evident in your project and in
real life. E.g. the guts you showed by
putting up pictures of people on the
walls without their consent showed
how you dare to explore challenging
things; a real gain for a designer.”

www.tomaster.nl/b21/

MSc. Ard Jacobs, CEO Pillo Games,
coach Industrial Design TU/e
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Thanks for
reading!

www.tomaster.nl
+31 6 42 29 00 69
chris-tomassen@hotmail.com

